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• Status Reports on:
  • TEK & Graphic Theming
  • Community Engagement Principles
  • Public Meetings
  • On-line Engagement
  • TEK Interviews
  • HCPO
Integration of TEK and Improved Graphics

Relationships rather than transactions

Pua ke kō, ku ka heʻe

Interdependence rather than independence

Pala ka hala, momona ka uhu

hawai‘i ocean resources management plan
Community Engagement

Following the principles of the Aloha Spirit Law, we commit to:

Aloha Reciprocity
&
Listening with Compassion

Akahai-Lokahi-Quolu-Haahaa-Ahonui
Public Information Sharing Meetings

Purposes:
• Inform the public of ORMP and CZM program
• Report on progress since last update
• Learn of local issues that are of a statewide concern
• Gain insights from the public as to what issues the ORMP should focus CZM resources
Support Request:
- Promotion, encourage participation

Format:
- Opening activity (either independent, or polling question up front in presentation)
- Presentation
- Polling questions
- Open mic
- Open house / opportunity to talk one-on-one with staff

8 meetings planned statewide
Ocean Resources Management Plan

2019 Update
Traditional Ecological Knowledge Interviews

• Purpose:
  Reframe/redefine/refocus the approach from the continental point of view to an islander point of view.

• Method: one-on-one interviews with practitioners who are willing to share their wisdom for this purpose.
CWG Engagement

- Purpose: Gain insights on effectiveness of plan and process
- Method: survey & interviews planned
HCPO:
**TEK - Ancient Wisdom & Future Best Practices**

Panel Discussion Goals:

- TEK – to be able to describe it and be better equipped to apply it
- Elevate the state of planning practice in Hawai‘i to lead in the integration of TEK